Abstract -Tandem solar cells comprised of a III-V material on Si offer a path to efficiencies exceeding 30%. The fourterminal architecture, in which each of the two sub-cells is electrically independent, allows for especially high energy yields, as it is not limited by current-matching. Each sub-cells' contacts cause optical and electrical losses, however; and a careful optimization is required to exploit the full potential of this architecture. In this study, we explore the potential efficiency gains of an example 21.3% GaAs-on-Si four-terminal tandem [1] by re-designing the metal grid contact geometry. We optimize and model the contact losses and predict a potential efficiency increase of 3.4%. We demonstrate the importance of careful metal grid design and the benefits of using energy yield as a figure of merit when design contacts for a practical 4T tandem subject to realistic operating conditions.
I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Tandem solar cells are capable of reaching very high efficiencies by stacking multiple materials that are each tuned to harness a different part of the solar spectrum. Two tandem architectures that have been explored are the mechanicallystacked four-terminal (4T) architecture with electrically independent sub-cells, and the two-terminal (2T) architecture with integrated, series-connected sub-cells. Much research has focused on the development of 2T devices due to the advantages of their integrated fabrication process and lack of extra circuitry. However, 2T tandem solar cells are inherently limited. Their series connected configuration requires each sub-cell to have equal current, a condition known as 'currentmatching.' Current matching both greatly limits the potential band-gap combinations of the absorber materials and causes devices to be very sensitive to spectral variation. The latter results in significant energy yield loss when the solar cell is subjected to a naturally varying solar spectrum [2] .
4T devices avoid the current-matching constraint by having electrically independent sub-cells, allowing a greater range of material pairs with improved energy yield. Perovskite-on-Si [3] and GaAs-on-Si [1] [4] 4T tandems have been demonstrated with promising efficiencies. However, compared to 2T devices, the 4T architecture requires two additional semitransparent contacts between the sub-cells to extract charge. Semi-transparent contacts cause losses with an inherent tradeoff between optical transmission and conductivity. As a result, the 4T architecture suffers from these losses more than a 2T or single-junction device. This becomes even more of a detriment when scaling devices up to larger areas for potential industrial production since resistance losses scale with length. Therefore, to benefit from the full potential of the 4T architecture, the losses due to contacts need to be understood and quantified.
Our group recently demonstrated a 21.3% gallium arsenideon-silicon 4T tandem, reaching an efficiency greater than either GaAs or silicon component sub-cell as a single-junction [1] . While these results are promising for a first implementation, the device has potential for significant improvement. The metal grid contact design was not optimized, and thus is a significant contributor to the loss in efficiency.
In this work we report the development of a method to simulate realistic metal grid contact losses in 4T tandems. We apply this method, by way of example, to explore the potential improvements of our model GaAs-Si device through better grid design, though this work is broadly applicable to all potential tandem material combinations. This also serves as a case study to show the importance of using energy yield as a figure of merit rather than standard test condition (STC) efficiency when designing contacts.
II. METHODOLOGY
The design of metal grid contacts requires balancing series resistance losses and losses due to optical shading. We designed a model which computes both losses for a 4T device simultaneously and optimizes the metal grid design for a set of input device parameters. We model these losses analytically at the maximum power point, using the assumptions that series resistance solely affects device voltage and shading the device area only affects current generation, an assumption that has been shown to be a good approximation [5] , [6] . The current and voltage of each sub-cell in the 4T device is assumed be independent, thus the tandem power output is simply the sum of the top and bottom cells' power outputs:
where , and , are the maximum power point current densities of the GaAs top cell and Si bottom cell, respectively, and ,
and
, are the maximum power point voltages. The experimental maximum power point voltages and current densities of the specified GaAs-Si tandem are used, extracting values that exclude contact loss using the known device shading and resistance.
The effective resistance of the metal grid contact is calculated analytically, as a function of finger spacing, , finger width, , finger thickness d, metal resistivity ρ m , and surface sheet resistance ρ s . The metal fingers on both the front and back of the GaAs cell are composed primarily of gold. The silicon solar cell has industrially screen printed silver metal fingers on the front surface and a full area metal contact on the rear. The model assumes all current travels laterally to the metal fingers, perpendicular to the length of the fingers, and then through the fingers.
In this analysis, metal grids on three surfaces are considered ( Figure 1 ): top and bottom surfaces of the top cell as well as the top surface of the bottom cell. For any two stacked metal grid contacts in the 4T tandem, there are two possible configurations: (1) each grid has a different finger spacing such that the fingers are unaligned, or (2) the spacing of the two grids are equal, and thus, the metal grid fingers are aligned. When fingers are aligned, the shading of the bottom cell is reduced since the shading of fingers in different layers overlaps. However, it is not obvious that this reduction in shading will improve device power output. Each of the metal grids have their own optimized finger spacing and width which balances shading and resistance to minimize total power loss. By forcing alignment of two sets of grid fingers, the spacing must deviate from this optimized design. This can potentially increase the total loss due to contacts, depending on how much shading is reduced and how much power is saved. The amount that shading is reduced depends on the angle of light incidence as well as device geometry. Fig. 1 . Schematic of device cross section, depicting the path of light and resulting shaded area (darker regions) of the bottom cell due to the metal fingers under angled light.
As depicted in Fig. 1 , there is 'smearing out' of the shaded area and less overlap of the different grids' shading for oblique light. Thus, we must consider a varying angle of incidence when calculating shading loss. To include the variation of light incidence over time, we use a basic clear-sky energy yield computing algorithm, considering a full 'day' or arc of the sun, = [0, ]. We approximate the angular dependence of light intensity using the empirically determined equation for the effect of air mass, , on sunlight intensity [7] and the effective flat panel area as a function of the angle of incident light:
cos (2)
Air mass is approximated as a function of incident angle as ( ) = .
The shading due to two aligned layers of fingers is calculated using ray-tracing and is dependent on the angle of incidence, , the thickness of the layer between the two contacts, , and the index of refraction of the medium between contacts, . These three parameters determine how far the oblique light will travel laterally as it passes through the cell by the relation
and thus how much the shading of the aligned fingers is spread out. When unaligned, the transmission through any set of grids is the product of the fractional transmission through each grid. 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We first use this model to optimize the 4T metal grid of our demonstrated device for direct, one-sun illumination (STC) in order to minimize total power loss due to the contacts, cooptimizing the three unaligned grids, allowing a minimum finger thickness of 10
. Our model predicts that by using this unaligned optimized grid design ( fig. 2a, table 1) we significantly improve the potential device performance, increasing the total device efficiency by 3.1% absolute, from 21.3% to 24.4%. This is due to both improved optical transmission and a reduction in series resistance. It is apparent from this substantial efficiency gain that careful metal grid design is vital for achieving high efficiencies.
A. Benefit of Grid Alignment
We then explore the potential benefit of differently aligned metal grids and computed the optimized metal grid with (1) the fingers of all three metal grids aligned ( fig. 2c) and (2) only the front and back top cell fingers aligned ( fig. 2b) , again minimizing contact power loss under STC (table 1). We find that the fully aligned grid design increases the efficiency to 24.8%, 0.4% absolute more than for the unaligned grid. Using the grid with only the top cell fingers aligned results in a 24.7% efficient device. Thus, we see that for STC, aligning all metal fingers improves device efficiency the most since it allows greater metal coverage with minimal additional shading since aligned fingers always overlap under STC. Fig. 3 . The relative percent power loss for STC in blue (left) and the relative percent energy yield loss over a varying angle of incidence in orange (right) caused by unaligned, only top cell aligned, and all aligned metal grid contacts (see Fig 2) .
B. Considering Energy Yield
As discussed previously, the realistic shading from stacked aligned grids is dependent on the angle of light incidence. By looking only at the case of direct, normally incident light when shading overlap is largest, the benefit of aligning is artificially inflated. Thus, we must examine the relative energy yield over a day, considering a varying angle of incidence. We calculate the percent energy yield loss due to each of these three optimized grids using the method described in the previous section (table 1) . We find that, when considering energy yield over a full day, both the all aligned and the aligned top finger design have less loss than for the fully unaligned case by 0.3% and 1%, respectively (Fig. 3) . The fully aligned grid causes greater yield loss than the grid with just the top cell fingers aligned. This is due to the relatively thick, ~1 mm, air-gap between the top and bottom cell. This allows significant smearing of the top cell contacts' shade on the bottom cell resulting in there being little overlap of the top and bottom cells' contacts' shading, despite alignment. This result shows that, though the fully aligned design has the highest STC efficiency, it does not have the highest energy yield. To maximize energy yield, only the front and back contacts of the top cell should be aligned, while the bottom cell fingers should have their own optimized spacing. This demonstrates that considering a varying angle of incidence when designing a 4T contact scheme for a practical, real-world device will change how the device is designed, making a significant impact on the energy yield of the device.
Furthermore, we find that, within any one design constraint, optimizing to maximize energy yield over varying angle vs. STC results in different grid geometries. This further emphasizes the need to design 4T metal grid contacts for realistic operating conditions. 3 are the finger spacings of the front and back of the GaAs cell and the front of the Si cell, respectively, and 1 , 2 , 3 are the finger widths of the metal fingers of the three contacts. and 〈 〉 are the percent transmission of light through the metal contacts to the Si cell for, respectively, direct light and averaged over varying angle.
V. CONCLUSION
We find that we can greatly improve the device performance of an experimentally demonstrated GaAs-Si 4T tandem solar cell by optimizing the metal grid shading. We also find that further improvements for STC efficiency can be realized by aligning all metal grid finger. This optimized grid design, however, is not the best design to maximize the device's energy yield, which factors in light of varying angle of incidence. Rather, when comparing the three studied cases: all contacts aligned, all contacts unaligned, and aligning only the top cell front and back contacts, the top cell alignment results in the highest energy yield, not the fully aligned case which is best under STC. Furthermore, the specific grid geometry for any design changes when optimizing for direct illumination power output versus daily energy yield. This gives insight into the importance of grid design for 4T devices and of using energy yield as the figure of merit when designing metal grids for 4T devices that are intended for realistic, flat-panel applications.
